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ABSTRACT 

It has been well established, that projectile coherent properties are important for the 
study of atomic fragmentation processes. Recent studies of ionization of molecular 
hydrogen had demonstrated that measured double differential cross sections (DDCS) are 
very sensitive to the coherent length of the projectile. These measurements have been 
performed with varied coherence length of the projectiles by controlling the geometry of 
the collimating slits, which are placed before the target. Later, fully differential cross 
sections (FDCS) for a coherent and an incoherent projectile beam has been study for the 
same collision system and the results confirmed the important role of intrinsic projectile 
coherence properties. In the study, a new insight into the interference term as a function of 
the phase angle was obtained. By analyzing the FDCS as a function of the momentum 
transfer and of the recoil-ion momentum, single-center interference and two-center 
interference were identified and separated from each other. Single-center interference 
could be studied selectively and in detail by measuring FDCS for ionization of helium, 
because two-center interference is obviously absent. Ab initio calculations were able to 
well reproduce the data, in which the projectiles are described by a wave packet of varying 
width.  This comparison shows that single-center interference is due to a coherent 
superposition of a range of impact parameters leading to the same scattering angle.  
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1  
SECTION  

1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to study natural phenomena on a fundamental level, two major questions 
need to be addressed. First the forces acting between particles need to be understood and 
in nature there are four fundamental forces, namely the gravitational, electromagnetic, 
weak, and strong forces. All of these fundamental forces are mediated by the exchange of 
gauge bosons. This means that the mediation of a force is essentially a two-body process, 
because the gauge boson can be emitted by only one particle and absorbed by one particle 
at a time. Out of these forces only the electromagnetic force is essentially fully understood. 
Second, we need to understand how systems with more than two particles develop in space 
and time under the influence of these pairwise forces.  For such systems the Schrodinger 
equation cannot be solved analytically even if the underlying forces are precisely known 
and this fundamental problem is known as the few body problem (FBP). In order to address 
the FBP, sophisticated theoretical models have to be developed and detailed experimental 
data are required to test the accuracy of such models.  

For 2 reasons, atomic collision experiments provide the best set up to test the 
accuracy of such models [1 - 3]. First the underlying force, the electro-magnetic force, is 
essentially completely understood. In contrast, the forces underlying nuclear systems, i.e. 
the weak and strong forces, are much less understood than the electro-magnetic force. In 
nuclear collision experiments, it is thus unclear whether the results test the theoretical 
description of the few-body dynamics or the theoretical description of the fundamental 
forces in the system. Second, in atomic collision experiments, systems with small particle 

 



2  
numbers can be investigated. For such small particle numbers kinematically complete 
experiments, where the complete kinematics of every particle in the system are determined, 
are feasible. In contrast, in solid state systems the particle number is of the order of the 
Avogadro number and kinematically complete experiments are not feasible. In such 
experiment only statistically averaged or collective quantities are obtained. As a result a 
potential lack of understanding of the few body dynamics could be hidden in the statistics 
over a huge particle number.  

From a kinematically complete experiment fully differential cross sections (FDCS) 
can be extracted.  Since the FDCS are not averaged over any kinematic parameters they 
offer the most sensitive test of theoretical models. In an atomic collision process several 
reactions could occur, like e.g. ionization, capture, and excitation. Single ionization is 
particularly well suited to study the FBP [4], because it has three unbound particles (the 
scattered projectile, the ejected electron and the recoil ion) in the final state of the collision, 
which is the smallest particle number pertinent to the FBP. Fig. 1.1 schematically illustrates 
the ion impact single ionization process.  In the experiment a projectile ion B+ with initial 
momentum P0, collides with a target A. In order to perform a kinematically complete 
experiment at least two out of three momentum vectors of the collision fragments are to be 
measured directly. The momentum vector of the third collision fragment is then already 
determined by momentum conservation, because the initial momentum of the collision is 
known by the settings of the projectile accelerator.  

FDCS measurements for ion impact only become feasible with the development of 
Cold Target Recoil Ion Momentum Spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) approximately 20 years 
ago [5-8] . COLTRIMS is a powerful technique to investigate the reaction dynamics with 



3  
atoms and molecules, which allows to measure all momentum components of the recoil 
ion with high resolution. There has been an increase of interest in COLTRIMS technique 
in a broad area of atomic physics ranging from charged-particle collisions, to simple photon 
interactions to intense laser fields. 

 

Figure 1.1. Ion impact single ionization process (a) before collision (b) after collision. 

There are 3 possibilities to perform a kinematically complete experiment by 
measuring the momentum vectors of: (1) the projectile and the recoil ion, (2) the projectile 
and the electron and (3) the recoil ion and the electron. The undetected particle momentum 
is then obtained from momentum conservation. The direct measurement of the scattered 
projectile momentum in ion collision experiments is a tedious task especially for fast and 



4  
heavy ions, because the scattering angle of the projectile is in the range of mili-radians 
(mrad) or even much smaller. Furthermore the typical energy loss of such a scattered 
projectile is very small compared to its initial energy. The unique projectile momentum 
spectrometer at Missouri S&T allows the direct momentum analysis of the projectile ion 
up to energies of 200 keV [9, 10]. After a COLTRIMS apparatus has been added to the 
system [5-8], the projectiles and recoil ions can be detected and momentum is analyzed in 
a coincidence setup. For heavy and fast ions, the direct projectile-recoil ion measurement 
is impossible and there FDCS are studied by measuring the recoil ion and the ejected 
electron momentum in coincidence. 

In atomic collision experiments the perturbation parameter (η), i.e. the projectile 
charge to speed ratio, is an important parameter characterizing the nature of the collision 
process. Perturbative and non-perturbative theoretical models were able to reproduce the 
experimental data for system of small η in the scattering plane, which is spanned by the 
initial (P0) and final (Pf) projectile momentum vectors. Even the relatively simple first born 
approximations (FBA) was able to reproduce the experimental data for electron impact for 
this kinematic region [11-13]. It was therefore believed, that the collision dynamics was 
basically understood for small η even for ion impact. Later, FDCS were measured for ion 
impact with electron ejected outside the scattering plane [14 - 16].  Surprisingly there even 
sophisticated higher-order theoretical models failed to reproduce the experimental data [17 
- 19].  

More specifically, Schulz et al [1] measured the FDCS for single ionization of He 
by 100 MeV/a.m.u C6+ ions. As an example a fully differential three dimensional angular 
distribution of the ejected electrons from this experiment is plotted in Fig. 1.2(a) for a 
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momentum transfer of q = 0.75 a.u.  and electron energy Eel = 6.5 eV. The direction of the 
initial projectile beam is labeled as Po and the momentum transfer from the projectile to 
the target (Po – Pf) is given by q.  In the data a pronounced peak structure approximately 
in the direction of q is observed, which is known as the binary peak in the literature. This 
structure occurs due to a binary interaction between the projectile and the ejected electron. 
Furthermore, a smaller peak structure in the opposite direction of q is known as recoil peak. 
This structure is due to an interaction between the projectile and the electron followed by 

 
 
Figure 1.2. Three-dimensional angular distribution of ejected electron momenta for 
ionization of He by 100 MeV/a.m.u. C6+. (a) Experiment (b) 3DW calculations (c) FBA 
convoluted with classical elastic scattering. 

back-scattering from the target nucleus. Significant and qualitative discrepancies were 
found   between the data and various theoretical calculations. For example, Fig. 1.2(b) 
shows a state of the art calculation, based on the three-body distorted wave (3DW) 
approach by Madison et al [20]. 3DW is a fully quantum mechanical perturbative model, 
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which considers higher-order contributions to the cross section in the final-state wave 
function. 

The data are qualitatively and quantitatively well reproduce in the scattering plane 
(blue color plane) in Fig. 1.2. However, outside the scattering plane agreement is much 
worse. The 3DW calculation results in a pronounced two lobe structure separated by a 
sharp minimum at the origin. In contrast, in the experimental data this minimum is 
completely filled up. Some theoretical papers argued [21, 22] that, such effects are due to 
the experimental resolution. However a thorough analysis of the experimental resolution 
showed that it cannot explain the observed features alone [23, 24]. The suggested target 
temperature in the theoretical papers was over estimated by an order of magnitude 
compared to the actually realized temperature (~ 1-2 K).  

Such discrepancies are common to all fully quantum mechanical models [18, 20, 
25, 26] which raised the question whether all fully quantum mechanical approaches are 
sharing some fundamental problem. Indeed all of these models assumed a completely 
delocalized projectile (coherent projectile). For example, in the Born series the projectile 
is described in terms of a plane wave. However, such a massive and fast projectile ion is 
well localized due to its tiny de Broglie wave length and thus is better described in terms 
of wave packets with a narrow width, or in other words it has to be treated incoherently.  

Fig. 1.2(c) shows a three dimensional angular distribution of the ejected electron 
for the same collision system. Here a FBA calculation is convoluted with classical elastic 
scattering between the heavy particles, which accounts for the interaction between the 
target nucleus and the projectile. In such a calculation the projectile is partly treated as a 
localized particle as far as interaction with the target nucleus is concerned. Surprisingly, 
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this supposedly less sophisticated semi-classical calculation qualitatively yield much 
improved agreement with experimental data and reproduces the filling of the minimum 
between the binary and recoil lobes [23, 24].  

Egodapitiya et al [27] have discussed one possibility to test the effect of the 
coherence properties on atomic scattering cross sections by performing an experiment on 
single ionization of molecular H2. It is well established that indistinguishable diffraction of 
the projectile from the two atomic centers of H2 can lead to interference structures, which 
is observable in the scattering angle dependence of the cross sections [28-31]. However 
one important requirement to observe interference structure is that the width of the 
projectile wave packet, or the transverse coherence length, must be larger than the effective 
size of the molecule [32]. Experimentally the width of the projectile wave packet 
(transverse coherence length r) can be controlled by placing a collimating slit at a variable 
distance before the target. In analogy to classical optics,  

  =                                           (1)  

Where r is the transverse coherence length, λ is the de-Broglie wavelength of the 
projectile beam, L is the distance between the target and the collimating slits and a is the 
width of the collimating slit. If r is larger than the atomic separation d of the molecule, 
the projectile beam is coherent and an interference pattern should be observed, otherwise 
it is incoherent and no interference structure is observed.  

Egodapitiya et al [27] measured double differential cross sections (DDCS), which 
is differential in the energy loss and in the solid angle of the projectile.  The projectile 
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coherence length was varied by varying the slit distance to the target, yielding coherence 
lengths of 3.3 a.u. and less than 1 a.u., respectively. Since the separation of the two atomic 
centers d of H2 is 1.4 a.u., this means that a coherent beam is generated with a large slit 
distance and an incoherent beam with a small slit distance. An interference structure was 
found for the coherent beam, which was absent for the incoherent beam. That experiment 
thus qualitatively demonstrated the importance of the projectile coherence properties, a 
factor that was largely overlooked for decades of scattering theory.  

In analogy to classical optics, the ratio R between the cross section (CS) for a 
coherent and an incoherent beam represents the interference term (IT),  

  
=  ( )

( )     =              (2)  

Theory predicts that the interference term for molecular two-center interference for fixed 
molecular orientation is given by  
 
  =  1 +  cos( . ) = 1 + cos                      (3)  

Here the phase angle δ of the interference term is given by the dot product of recoil ion 
momentum vector prec and the inter-nuclear separation vector d of the molecule. Since the 
molecular orientation is not measured in the experiment IT has to be averaged over all 
molecular orientations, which yields  
 
  =  1 + ( . )

( . )                                 (4) 
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Egodapitiya et al observed a pronounced structure in the double differential cross 

sectional ratio for coherent and incoherent projectile beam as a function of projectile 
scattering angle as shown in the Fig. 1.3 [27]. While this observation represents a strong 
indication that the projectile coherence properties play an important role in p + H2 
collisions, it does not provide evidence those discrepancies in the C6+ + He experiment are 
due coherence effects [1]. Recently, an analogous experiment was performed by Wang et 
al [33] using p + He collision system.  They have kept the η value equal to the C6+ 
experiment and a coherence length of about 5 a.u. was realized in the experiment. There, a 
more pronounced minimum was observed at the origin of the electron momentum 
distribution.   Furthermore a recent experiment by Gassert et al [34] for p + He collisions 
at slightly larger η and r ≈ 1-2 a. u. also resulted in a pronounced minimum. These results 
seem to support the interpretation that the discrepancies between experiment and theory 
are indeed due to the projectile coherence properties.  

More recently, Sharma et al [35] performed an experiment to study coherence and 
interference effects in more detail and more systematically by measuring and analyzing 
fully differential cross section (FDCS) at intermediate projectile energies. They have 
performed a kinematically complete coincidence experiment for ionization of H2 by 75 
keV proton impact with varied coherence lengths for the projectile and for an energy loss 
ɛ of 30 eV.  

The FDCS were analyzed for fixed energy loss, transverse recoil ion momentum 
and polar electron ejection angle and plotted as a function of the azimuthal electron ejection 
angle (el). From the conservation law of momentum it is found that in this representation 
of the FDCS each e unambiguously corresponds to a well-defined momentum transfer. In 
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Fig. 1.4 R (i.e. the interference term) is plotted as a function of el for ɛ = 30 eV, precx = + 
0.2 a.u. and el = 350 (a) and el = 550(b). The structures in Fig. 1.4 shows that the cross 
sections depend on the coherence properties of the projectiles. Furthermore, these 
structures reflect an interference for which the phase angle depends on q. This was a 
surprising observation because the phase angle in molecular 2- center interference was 
expected to depend on the recoil ion momentum (which is fixed in Fig. 1.4) and not on q. 
Sharma et al considered two possibilities to explain this observation.  First, the phase angle 
in molecular two-center interference may not be primarily determined by prec, but rather by 
qx.  Second, the dominant contribution to the interference may be due to some type other 
than two-center molecular interference. 

 

Figure 1.3. Double Differential cross sectional ratio for coherent and incoherent projectile 
beam as a function of projectile scattering angle in 75 keV proton impact on H2.  

More specifically, they considered the possibility of first- and higher-order 
ionization amplitudes interfering with each other, to which they referred as single-center 
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interference. From geometry the interference term for this type of interference can be 
shown to be given by 

     IT = 1 + cos (qx b)                            (5) 

where b is the impact parameter separation between the interfering amplitudes and  
accounts for damping of the interference structure due to incomplete coherence even at the 
largest slit distance and experimental resolution. The measured R can be well reproduced   

  
 
Figure 1.4. Fully differential cross section ratios between the coherent and incoherent 
projectile beam as a function of azimuthal angle for projectile energy loss of 30 eV and for 
fixed polar angles of (a) 35o, and (b) 55o. The x-component of the recoil-ion momentum is 
fixed at +0.2 a.u.   The solid lines were obtained from 1 + cos (qxb) for b = 2 a.u. and =0.5. 
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by this expression (solid curve in Fig. 1.4) for b =2 a.u. and =0.5. In contrast, only a 
very weak dependence of the phase angle on prec was observed. These observations suggest 
that single center interference may be more important than   two-center interference.  

The previous work of Egodapitiya [27] et al and Sharma et al [35] demonstrated 
the importance of coherence properties on measured scattering cross sections. Both of these 
studies also led to new questions, which are still awaiting answers. First of all, the question 
whether the phase-angle dependence on q of the interference in the FDCS of Sharma et al 
is due to the single-center interference or due to other interference, is not settled yet. 
Furthermore, the nature of single- center interference needs to be investigated further. For 
example, another possibility is that single-center interference can also be regarded as 
interference between different impact parameters (b) leading to same scattering angle (Θ). 
Even in a first order treatment a broad spectrum of b contributes to each Θ. Therefore, it is 
not clear that higher-order contributions are needed to explain the single center 
interference. If they are needed one question is how important are such contributions. In 
this thesis a series of experiments was performed to address these questions in more detail.  

In this dissertation, measured FDCS for single ionization of H2 by 75 keV proton 
impact at ɛ = 57 eV are presented. Earlier Alexander et al [36] found that interference is 
suppressed at this ɛ. The motivation of this experiment was to investigate what leads to this 
suppression and whether this is related to the relative importance of single-center 
interference versus two-center interference. In the final part of this dissertation, FDCS 
measurements were performed for single ionization of He by 75 keV proton impact at ɛ = 
30 eV. Here, obviously two-center interference is not present, which allows to study single- 
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center interference unambiguously without being obscured by other contributions.  
Comparison with new theoretical work enabled us to obtain a better understanding of 
single-center interference.  
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 PAPER 

I. Separation of single-and two-center interference in ionization of H2 by proton 
impact 

 
T. P. Arthanayaka1, S. Sharma1, B. R. Lamichhane1, A. Hasan1, 2, J. Remolina1, S. 

Gurung1 and M. Schulz1 
1 Department of Physics and LAMOR, Missouri University of Science and Technology, 

Rolla, MO 65409, USA. 
2 Department of Physics, UAE University, PO Box 15551, Al Ain, Abu Dhabi, UAE 

Abstract 

We present a triple differential experimental study of ionization of molecular hydrogen by 
proton impact. By comparing cross-sections obtained for coherent and incoherent 
projectile beams we were able to extract contributions from interference. Two types of 
distinctly different interferences could be identified. We demonstrate that both types can 
be separated in the same data set by analyzing triple differential cross-sections for fixed 
momentum transfer and for fixed recoil-ion momentum.  

Introduction 

Interference and coherence effects in collisions of charged particles with molecular 
hydrogen have attracted a lot of interest in recent years [e.g. 1–11]. Two-center interference 
arises from indistinguishable electron ejection from or projectile diffraction off the two 
atomic centers in the molecule. However, the associated interference pattern can be quite 
difficult to observe. Several experiments attempted to observe it in the electron energy 
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spectra for fixed ejection angle [e.g. 1, 2]. But since no further kinematic information, like 
e.g. the molecular orientation or the momentum of the recoiling H2+ ion, was extracted 
from these experiments the phase angle in the interference term was effectively averaged 
over these quantities so that the interference structure was rather weak. Alexander et al [6] 
measured double differential ionization cross-sections for fixed projectile energy loss as a 
function of the scattering angle. There, the interference pattern is superimposed on the 
steeply decreasing cross-sections with increasing scattering angle, which also makes it 
difficult to observe a pronounced structure. 

In analogy to classical optics the cross-section can be expressed as a product 
between the cross-sections one would get if interference was not present, to which we refer 
as the incoherent cross-section, and the interference term. In an attempt to overcome the 
problems mentioned in the previous paragraph it is therefore common to analyze the 
interference term as the ratio between the measured and the incoherent cross-section [1–4, 
6]. The obvious difficulty with this approach is that the incoherent cross-section is usually 
experimentally not easily accessible. It was therefore approximated as twice the theoretical 
[1, 6] or experimental [2] cross-section for atomic hydrogen or as the experimental cross-
section for helium [3, 4]. The uncertainties associated with these approximations 
complicate the interpretation of the data. Furthermore, even in this ratio the interference 
pattern is in most cases not very pronounced. Consequently, the insight into the nature of 
the interference present in the data that can be gained from such studies is somewhat 
limited. 

 A few years ago, in an attempt to resolve puzzling discrepancies between theory 
and experiment on fully differential cross-sections for ionization of helium by 100 MeV 
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amu−1 C6+ impact [12], we demonstrated that interference structures observed for a 
coherent projectile beam vanish if an incoherent beam is prepared by altering the geometry 
of a collimating slit placed before the target region [8]. As in classical optics the transverse 
coherence length is given by Δr = λL/2a, where λ is the de Broglie wavelength of the 
projectile beam and L and a are the distance of the collimating slit to the target and its 
width, respectively [13]. If Δr is larger than the dimension of the diffracting object the 
beam is coherent, and interference structures can be observed, but it is incoherent otherwise 
and interference structures vanish. Appropriately adjusting the geometry of the collimating 
slit thus offers the possibility of directly measuring incoherent cross-sections. Similar 
projectile coherence effects were also reported for neutral atoms scattered from a periodic 
potential generated by laser fields [13] and more recently for neutron reflection from 
gratings [14]. Furthermore, the authors of the latter work concluded that wave packet 
coherence effects (referring to single particles) should be sharply separated from coherence 
effects originating from an ensemble of particles emitted incoherently from an extended 
source. This conclusion was further supported by an accompanying theoretical analysis 
[15]. 

In a recent study of low-energy electron ejection (Eel = 14.6 eV) in 75 keV p+H2 

collisions we used this sensitivity of the cross-sections to the projectile coherence 
properties to analyze interference effects in more detail. Directly measuring the 
interference term as the ratio between the coherent and incoherent cross-sections enabled 
us to conclude that the phase angle is primarily dependent on the momentum transfer [10, 
11]. For molecular two-center interference, in contrast, theory predicted that the phase 
angle should depend on the momentum of the recoiling H2+ ion [e.g. 16]. We offered two 
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alternative explanations for this observation: either, the assumption of theory that the phase 
angle depends on the recoil-ion momentum is incorrect or the structures in the data of [10, 
11] predominantly reflect interference between first- and higher-order transition 
amplitudes (involving e.g. the projectile—target nucleus interaction). We refer to this as 
single-center interference because it does not require multiple scattering centers in the 
target. The impact parameter dependence of both amplitudes is usually not the same, even 
for a fixed scattering angle. Rather, higher-order mechanisms tend to favor smaller impact 
parameters than the first-order process. On the other hand, the impact parameter is not an 
observable, i.e. in an experiment one cannot distinguish which path led to a specific 
scattering angle. Single-center interference can therefore be viewed as interference 
between two (or more) impact parameters leading to the same scattering angle. In a simple, 
geometrical model which we reported in [10] the phase angle for this type of interference 
indeed depends on the momentum transfer, rather than on the recoil ion momentum. 
Furthermore, the data seemed to be consistent with such a momentum transfer dependent 
phase angle. However, the data were not sensitive enough to conclusively distinguish 
between single- and two-center interference.  

Experiment 

In this communication we present the results of a kinematically complete experiment on 
ionization of H2 by 75 keV proton impact for an electron energy of 41.4 eV. In this case 
we find the phase angle to significantly depend on the recoil ion momentum as well. The 
comparison between the interference terms for the small and large electron energies reveals 
that both types of interference are present: single-center interference, with a momentum 
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transfer dependent phase angle, dominates at small energies while molecular two-center 
interference, with a recoil-ion momentum dependent phase angle, becomes increasingly 
important with increasing electron energy. We were able to separate both types of 
interference by analyzing triple differential cross-sections (TDCS) for fixed momentum 
transfers and for fixed recoil-ion momenta. 

The experiment was performed at Missouri S&T. A 75 keV proton beam intersected 
with a very cold (T≅1–2K) neutral H2 beam generated by a supersonic gas jet. The 
transverse coherence length of the projectiles was varied by placing a collimating slit of 
fixed width a = 0.15 mm at two different distances (L1 = 6.5 cm, L2 = 50 cm) from the 
target. These slit geometries correspond to coherence lengths of Δr1 = 0.4–1.0 a.u. (for 
more details explaining this range see [11]) and Δr2 = 3.3 a.u., respectively, which makes 
the beam incoherent in the former and coherent in the latter case relative to the internuclear 
separation of the molecule of 1.4 a.u.. The projectiles which did not charge-exchange in 
the collision were selected by a switching magnet, decelerated by 70 keV and energy-
analyzed by an electrostatic parallel-plate analyzer [17]. The beam component which 
suffered an energy loss of 57 eV, corresponding to an electron energy of 41.6 eV, was 
detected by a two-dimensional position sensitive channel plate detector. From the position 
information in the x-direction (defined by the orientation of the analyzer entrance and exit 
slits) the x-component of q = po − pf (where po and pf are the initial and final projectile 
momenta) could be determined. Because of the very narrow width of the analyzer slits (75 
μm) the y-component of q was fixed at 0 (within the experimental resolution) for all 
detected projectiles. The z-component (pointing in the projectile beam direction) of q is 
given by qz = ε/vp, where ε and vp are the energy loss and the speed of the projectiles. The 
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resolution in the x-, y-, and z-components of q was 0.35, 0.2, and 0.07 a.u. full width at 
half maximum (FWHM), respectively. 

The H2+ ions produced in the collisions were extracted by a weak electric field of 8 
V cm−1 and then drifted in a field free region, twice as long as the extraction region, before 
hitting another two-dimensional position-sensitive channel-plate detector. From the 
position information the y- and z-components of the recoil-ion momentum could be 
determined. The two detectors were set in coincidence and the coincidence time is, apart 
from a constant offset, equal to the time of flight of the recoil ions from the collision region 
to the detector. From it, the x-component of the recoil-ion momentum can be determined. 
The momentum resolution in the x-, y-, and z-direction was 0.15, 0.5, and 0.15 a.u. FWHM, 
respectively. Finally, the electron momentum was deduced from momentum conservation 
by pel = q − prec. 

Results and Discussions 

In spite of the large total ionization cross-section for this collision system data were taken 
over a time period of several months. This is due to a combination of the triple differential 
nature of the data and the very small solid angle on the projectile momentum-analyzer 
which is necessary in order to achieve sufficient energy (ΔE/E ≈3×10−5) and angular 
resolution (Δθp≈0.12 mrad).  

In the top panels of figure 1 we show TDCS for fixed q of 0.71 a.u. (left), 0.9 a.u. 
(center), and 1.21 a.u. (right) and for fixed polar electron emission angle θel = 35° 
(measured relative to the initial projectile beam axis) as a function of the azimuthal electron 
ejection angle φel. The electron ejection geometry is illustrated in figure 2. Keeping θel 
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fixed means that only electrons are analyzed with momentum vectors lying on the surface 
of a cone with an opening angle 2θel centered on the z-axis. φel is the angle between the 
projection of pel onto the xy-plane and the positive y-axis, where the positive x-axis is 
defined by the direction of the  transverse  component  of q. The data  plotted  as the closed 

 

Figure 1. TDCS (top row) for θel = 35° and q (from left to right) = 0.71, 0.9, and 1.21 a.u. 
as a function of ϕel. Closed symbols: coherent beam; open symbols: incoherent beam. 
Bottom row: ratios between TDCS for coherent and incoherent beams. Solid curves: It 
calculated with equation (2) for fixed (dashed curves) and random (solid curves) 
orientation.  

(open) symbols were taken for the large (small) slit distance and in the following we refer 
to them as the coherent (incoherent) triple differential (in the projectile and electron solid 
angles and in the electron energy) cross-sections TDCScoh (TDCSinc). Relatively small, 
but significant and systematic differences between both data sets can be seen. 
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In analogy to classical optics the ratio R = TDCScoh/ TDCSinc represents the interference 
term. It is plotted in the bottom panels of figure 1 for the same kinematics and in the same 
order as the actual TDCS. The structures in this ratio show that the phase angle in the 
interference term depends on the recoil-ion momentum. With q = prec + pel the recoil-ion 
momentum components are given by 

                                           precx = qx - pel sin φel sin θel 
                                                   precy =  - pel cos φel sin θel 
                                                   precz = ε / vp - pel cos θel                                    (1) 
 

Since qx, ε (and thereby pel) and θel are fixed for each plot of figure 1, prec is 
unambiguously determined by φel and the dependence of R on φel is thus equivalent to a 
dependence of R on prec. In contrast, for ε = 30 eV (corresponding to Eel = 14.6 eV) we 
only observed a rather weak dependence of the phase angle on prec [10, 11]. 

For two-center molecular interference it was assumed that the interference term is 
given by for fixed and random molecular orientations, respectively [e.g. 16], where D is 
the internuclear separation vector.  

                                            It = 1 + cos ( prec . D )    or 
                                                        It = 1 + sin ( prec . D ) / ( prec . D )                 (2) 

 
Note that due to the averaging over all molecular orientations, which are contained 

in the dot product prec⋅D, the phase angle in the resulting interference term for random 
orientations is given by the magnitude product prec D. From the weak dependence of R on 
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prec for ε = 30 eV, while at the same time we observed a strong dependence on q, we 
concluded that either the phase angle is determined by q instead of prec or that the structure 
in R primarily reflects a different type of interference. More specifically, we discussed the 
possibility that interference between first- and higher-order transition amplitudes may lead 
to the structure and that the corresponding interference term would be determined by the 
transverse component of q. 

 
 
Figure 2. Illustration of the electron ejection geometry for the TDCS plotted in figure 1. 
The polar angle θel is fixed at 35° so that for all electrons analyzed in figure 1 the 
momentum vectors lie on the surface of a cone with an opening angle of 70° centered on 
the z-axis. φel is the angle between the projection of the electron momentum onto the xy-
plane and the positive y-axis.  

The dependence of R on prec in the present data shows that some type of interference 
with a prec-dependent phase angle can be experimentally observed. It is certainly 
reasonable to interpret this structure as two-center molecular interference. In figure 1 we 
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therefore compare the data to the It calculated with equations (2) for the fixed (dashed 
curves) and random (solid curves) orientations. Here, we introduced a factor α in front of 
the trigonometric functions to account for damping of the interference pattern due to 
incomplete coherence (in case of the large slit distance) and experimental resolution effects 
[10, 11]. α was adjusted to give the best overall fit (for all analyzed data sets) to the 
measured R. For the fixed (random) orientation we find values of α = 0.5 (0.7). Both curves 
are in rather good agreement with the data for all q. The error bars are not small enough to 
conclusively determine whether It for the fixed or the random orientation is in better 
agreement with the data. However, overall the measured R seem to slightly favor the 
random orientation, as one would expect. Nevertheless, a non-uniform distribution of the 
molecular orientation, as reported for electron impact [18], cannot be ruled out. 

Using the same It calculated with the same values of α we can also reproduce the 
coherent to incoherent cross-section ratios for other electron ejection geometries. In figure 
3 panels (a) through (d) we show R for electrons ejected into the scattering plane and for 
momentum transfers fixed at 0.71 a.u., 0.9 a.u., 1.21 a.u., and 1.86 a.u. as a function of θel. 
The scattering plane (or xz-plane) is spanned by po and q, i.e. for this plane φel is fixed at 
90° for the range θel=0–180o and at 270° for the range θel = 180–360°. Panels (e) and (f) of 
figure 3 show the ratios for electrons ejected into the plane perpendicular to the transverse 
component of q (i.e. the yz-plane) for q = 0.71 a.u. and 0.9 a.u. as a function of θel. In all 
cases It calculated both for the fixed (dashed curves) and random molecular orientation 
(solid curves) are in good agreement with the measured R, where for the scattering 
(perpendicular) plane the data seem to slightly favor a fixed (random) orientation. 
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Figure 3. Ratios between TDCS for coherent and incoherent beams for electrons ejected 
into the scattering plane for q (from panels a–d) = 0.71, 0.9, 1.21, and 1.86 a.u. and for 
electrons ejected into the perpendicular plane for q = 0.71 and 0.9 a.u. (panels e and f) as a 
function θel. Curves same as in figure 1. 

Conclusions 

Based on the sensitivity of the structures observed in the measured R on prec and based on 
the good agreement of It with R, we conclude that the TDCS are significantly affected by 
molecular two-center interference. This also implies that the phase angle in two-center 
interference is indeed determined by the recoil-ion momentum, as predicted by theory e.g. 
[16], and not by the momentum transfer, which we considered as one possible explanation 
for the q-dependent structures which we observed for ε = 30 eV. This, in turn, means that 
the structures we observed for ε = 30 eV are due to single-center interference between first- 
and higher-order amplitudes, which was the second possible explanation we considered for 
the q-dependence of the interference term [10, 11]. However, the prec-dependence observed 
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in the present data for ε = 57 eV does not necessarily mean that single-center interference 
does not play any role. Since the TDCS of figure 1 and 3 are plotted for fixed q its presence 
would only manifest itself in an overall factor in R, but it would not affect the shape of the 
φel-dependence of R. 

 

Figure 4. Ratios between TDCS for coherent and incoherent beams for θel = 35° and precx 
= 0.2 a.u. as a function of ϕel. Curve: Is=1+αcos(qx Δb) and qx from equation (1). 

In order to analyze potential contributions from single-center interference, in figure 
4 we show TDCS ratios in the same representation as in figure 1, except instead of q here 
precx is fixed at 0.2 a.u. In this case any dependence of R on φel is equivalent to a dependence 
on qx signifying single-center interference. Indeed, a pronounced structure can be seen and 
the data look very similar to what we observed for ε= 30 eV [11]. Furthermore, the 
measured R can be well reproduced by the same model interference term Is =1+αcos(qx 
Δb) (solid curve in figure 4) which yielded good agreement with the data for ε = 30 eV. 
However, for ε = 57 eV the damping factor is smaller (α = 0.3) than for the smaller energy 
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loss (α = 0.5) suggesting that single-center interference is less pronounced at larger energy 
losses. 

In summary, from the structures found in R we conclude that both single- and two-
center interference can be important in ionization of H2 and that these can be separated by 
analyzing TDCS for fixed q and for fixed recoil-ion momentum.  
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Abstract 

We have performed a kinematically complete experiment on ionization of H2 by 75 keV 
proton impact leading to electrons with a speed equal to the projectile speed.  By comparing 
cross sections measured with a coherent and an incoherent projectile beam we were able 
to perform a detailed analysis of interference effects.  We found that the interference 
structure is significantly more damped than for smaller electron energies studied 
previously.  This damping is further increased if kinematic conditions are selected which 
favor a strong role of the post-collisional interaction between the scattered projectile and 
the electron ejected to the continuum by a preceding primary interaction with the projectile.  

Introduction 

The reaction dynamics of ionization of simple atoms by ion-impact has been studied 
extensively in kinematically complete experiments over the last decade [e.g. 1-5, for a 
recent review see 6].  The features in the three-dimensional electron ejection angle 
dependence of the resulting fully differential cross sections (FDCS) are in most cases 
remarkably simple.  These data tend to be dominated by a pronounced peak structure 
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approximately in the direction of the momentum transfer q (defined as the difference 
between the initial and scattered projectile momenta) known as the binary peak.  For certain 
kinematic conditions a second less pronounced maximum, dubbed the recoil peak, is 
observed in the direction of –q.  The qualitative shape of this basic double lobe pattern is 
not even strongly altered when higher-order contributions are large.  In spite of this 
simplicity the theoretical quantitative description of the reaction dynamics has proven to 
be quite challenging [e.g. 7-14]. 

One might suspect that the qualitative features in the FDCS for ionization of homo-
nuclear molecules are essentially the same as for the corresponding atoms.  However, one 
important difference between atomic and molecular targets is that for the latter the electron 
can be emitted from and the projectile scattered off either of the atomic centers in the 
molecule.  The coherent sum of both contributions can lead to observable interference 
effects.  Such structures were indeed reported in the ejected electron [e.g. 15, 16] and in 
double differential cross sections (DDCS) as a function of projectile scattering angle [17].  
However, these experiments were not kinematically complete and as a result the spectra 
were partially averaged over the phase angle in the interference term thereby somewhat 
restricting the depth in the information extracted from the data. 

More recently, we reported fully differential studies on contributions from 
interference to ionization in p + H2 collisions [18, 19].  One interesting result was that, 
apart from molecular two-center interference, single-center interference between first- and 
higher-order transition amplitudes, involving for example the interaction between the 
projectile and the target nuclei, also plays an important role and at small electron energies 
is, in fact, more important than two-center interference. The impact parameters 
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contributing to a specific scattering angle usually differ between first- and higher-order 
processes.  Single-center interference can thus also be interpreted as an interference 
between different impact parameters leading to the same scattering angle. 

These findings of references [18, 19] represent just one example of how fully 
differential data can provide more insight into the reaction dynamics than less differential 
data.  However, there are many more questions relating to the reaction dynamics of 
ionization of molecular targets on which less differential studies so far did not provide 
answers.  For example, in reference [17] we observed that the interference structures 
appeared to be much less pronounced for ejected electron energies corresponding to 
electron speeds ve close to the projectile speed vp.  In that work we discussed a possible 
explanation which is based on two hypothetical assumptions: first, the apparent 
suppression of interference may be related to the post-collision interaction (PCI) between 
the outgoing projectile and the electron lifted to the continuum by a preceding primary 
interaction.  It is well established that PCI effects maximize at ve = vp [20,21].  Second, the 
coherence required for observable interference may be lost (or at least reduced) for ve  vp.  
However, neither could we provide conclusive evidence for this explanation nor could we 
offer reasons as to why interference would be somehow linked to PCI (or lack thereof) or 
why coherence would be reduced in the presence of strong PCI. 

The difficulties in performing a more conclusive analysis of the observations in 
reference [17] stem from two sources: first, the experiment was not kinematically 
complete, thereby compromising the level of detail in the data.  Second, at the time it was 
not clear how the role of coherence could be experimentally tested.  Since then both of 
these problems have been addressed: we have performed kinematically complete 
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experiments [18, 19, 22] and we demonstrated that the transverse projectile coherence 
length x can experimentally be varied by changing the geometry of a collimating slit in 
front of the target [23].  Indeed, for small x interference structures were found to be much 
less pronounced than at large x. 

Performing kinematically complete experiments for different projectile coherence 
properties we could demonstrate that single- and two-center interference can be separated 
by analyzing the FDCS either for fixed momentum transfers or for fixed recoil-ion 
momenta [22].  However, a possible link between interference effects and PCI, as 
suggested in reference [17], was not addressed in that work.  Here, we present the results 
of a kinematically complete experiment on ejection of target electrons with an energy 
corresponding to ve = vp.  The data were analyzed under kinematic conditions either 
favoring or suppressing PCI.  A comparison between multiple differential momentum 
spectra for these kinematic conditions suggests that single-center interference is 
significantly affected by PCI.  

Experiment 

The details of the experiment were described previously [18].  In brief, a proton beam was 
generated by a hot cathode ion source and accelerated to an energy of 75 keV.  The beam 
was collimated by an aperture with a diameter of 1.5 mm at the exit of the accelerator 
terminal and by a pair of vertical and horizontal slits, 150 m in width, placed at distance 
of L1 = 50 cm and L2 = 6.5 cm before the target region.  The transverse coherence length 
was about x = 3.3 a.u. for L1 and less than 1 a.u. for L2.  The proton beam, propagating 
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in the z-direction, was then intersected with a very cold (T  1-2 K) neutral H2 beam, 
propagating in the y-direction, from a supersonic gas jet. 

Protons which were not charge-exchanged in the collision with the target were 
selected by a switching magnet and energy-analyzed by an electrostatic parallel-plate 
analyzer [24].  The projectiles which suffered an energy loss of  = 57 eV were detected 
by a position-sensitive channel-plate detector.  The position in the x-direction, i.e. the 
horizontal component, determines the scattering angle and thereby the x-component of the 
momentum transfer q.  Because of the very narrow width of the entrance and exit slits of 
the analyzer in the y-direction (75 m) qy = 0 within the experimental resolution.  The z-
component of q is to a very good approximation given by qz = /vp. 

The recoiling H2+ ions produced in the collisions with the projectiles were extracted 
by a weak and uniform electric field of 8 V/cm pointing in the x-direction, then drifted in 
a field-free region twice as long as the extraction region, and were detected by a two-
dimensional position-sensitive channel-plate detector.  The recoil-ion and projectile 
detectors were set in coincidence.  From the position information the y- and z-components 
of the recoil-ion momentum prec could be determined.  The z-component was obtained 
from the time-of-flight from the collision region to the detector which, in turn, is contained 
in the coincidence time.  Finally, the ejected electron momentum was deduced by pel = q – 
prec using momentum conservation. 

Results and Discussions  

In analogy to classical optics the cross section for a coherent beam dcoh can be expressed 
as a product of the cross section for an incoherent beam dinc and the interference term I.  
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In other words, I is given by the ratio R = dcoh/ dinc, which is plotted for  = 57 eV as a 
function of the projectile scattering angle  in figure 1.  Earlier, we attempted to extract the 
interference term as a ratio between the experimental cross sections (taken for a coherent 
beam) and twice the theoretical cross sections for ionization of atomic hydrogen dH [17].  
Later, large discrepancies between the theoretical and experimental dH were found [25] 
so that twice the theoretical values do not represent a good approximation for dinc. As a 
result these ratios from [17] do not resemble at all those plotted in figure 1.  This 
comparison illustrates the importance of directly measuring the incoherent cross sections 
for obtaining reliable information about the interference term. 

The -dependence of R plotted in figure 1 is not constant indicating that some kind 
of interference is present in the coherent cross sections with a phase angle which depends 
on qx=posin.  Earlier, we demonstrated that FDCS ratios as a function of qx can be well 
described under the assumption that interference is dominated by single-center interference 
with a qx-dependent phase angle [18, 19].   It is therefore reasonable to assume that the 
structure in R () of figure 1 is due to the same type of interference.  On the other hand the 
structure is much less pronounced than in the corresponding ratios for  = 30 eV [23].  This 
is consistent with the observation in [17] that interference structures in double differential 
cross sections for  = 57 eV as a function of  are much weaker, if present at all, than for  
= 30 eV.  In [19] we also reported signatures of two-center interference in the prec-
dependent FDCS ratios for  = 57 eV, however, they were not observed in the qx-
dependence of these ratios. 
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Figure 1. Ratio R between the double differential cross sections for coherent and incoherent 
projectile beams for a fixed energy loss of 57 eV as a function of scattering angle. 

In the following we will discuss to what extent there may be a link between the 
apparent disappearance of interference structures in the DDCS at  = 57 eV and PCI, as 
contemplated in [17].  To this end we analyzed the ratios of figure 1 with additional 
kinematic  conditions  suitable  to  either  enhance  or  suppress  the effect  of PCI  on  the 
reaction dynamics. For positively charged ion impact PCI has a tendency of focusing the 
ejected electrons in the forward direction.  Since  = 57 eV corresponds to an electron speed 
which is almost the same as the projectile speed, one would therefore expect that in the 
longitudinal electron momentum spectrum (plotted in the top panel of figure 2 for the 
coherent beam) PCI leads to an enhancement of the intensity near pez ≈ vp (indicated by the 
vertical dashed line in figure 2).  This is indeed confirmed by the top panel of figure 2, 
where a pronounced maximum is seen at pez ≈ vp.  In the longitudinal recoil-ion momentum 
spectrum, shown in the bottom panel of figure 2, pez ≈ vp corresponds to prz = qz - pez ≈ /vp 
– vp = -0.54 a.u., which again is indicated by a dashed vertical line.  Here, too, a pronounced 
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maximum is observed at this value of prz.  Therefore, it should be possible toenhance the 
effect of PCI on R by setting a condition on prz near -0.54 a.u. and to suppress PCI by 
setting a condition near significantly more positive values of prz.1    

 

Figure 2. Longitudinal momentum spectrum for the ejected electrons (top panel) and the 
recoiling target ions (bottom panel).  The vertical dashed lines indicate pez = vp and prz = /vp – vp, respectively. 

                                                           
1 The same effect could be achieved by setting conditions on pez instead; however, we chose to apply these 
conditions to prz because it is the directly measured quantity while pez is calculated from prz and qz using 
momentum conservation.  Therefore the resolution is slightly better in prz. 
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In figure 3 the ratio between the cross sections with a condition on prz = -1.0 to -0.1 

a.u. (to which we refer as the “PCI on” condition) and the cross sections with a condition 
on prz = -0.1 to 1.0 a.u. (“PCI off” condition) is plotted as a function of  for the coherent 
beam.  It can clearly be seen that the “PCI on” condition strongly favors small scattering 
angles, which is exactly the behavior expected for PCI [21].  This can be explained in terms 
of a focusing effect due to PCI, in which the scattered projectile and the ejected electron 
attract each other towards the initial beam axis.  At  larger than approximately 0.4 mrad, 
on the other hand, the cross sections for “PCI off” become larger than for “PCI on”.  This 
illustrates that indeed a condition on the longitudinal recoil-ion momentum is an effective 
method to either enhance or suppress effects due to PCI. 

 

 

Figure 3. Ratio between the cross sections with a condition on prz = -1.0 to -0.1 a.u. and the 
cross sections with a condition on prz = -0.1 to 1.0 a.u. as a function of scattering angle for 
a fixed energy loss of 57 eV and taken for the coherent projectile beam. 
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In figure 4 we present the ratios between cross sections measured with a coherent 

and incoherent beams with the “PCI on” condition (closed symbols) and the “PCI off” 
condition (open symbols) as a function of .  The “PCI on” ratios look very similar to those 
without any condition on prz plotted in figure 1.  This is not surprising considering that the 
majority of events contained in figure 1 lie within the “PCI on” condition.  The -
dependence of the “PCI off” ratios, on the other hand, is quite different.  More specifically, 
the interference minimum, seen at about 0.3 mrad in the “PCI on” case, is shifted to 0.5 – 
0.6 mrad.  

In order to test our hypothesis of [17], that interference may be suppressed by a loss 
of coherence caused by PCI, we need to quantify how pronounced the interference structure 
is for the “PCI on” condition compared to the “PCI off” condition.  To this end we fitted 
the ratios plotted in figure 4 by the model interference term, given by I = 1 + cos(qxb), 
which we reported for single-center interference in [26], using  and b as fitting 
parameters.  Here, b is the impact parameter separation between the interfering 
amplitudes and  describes the damping of the interference structure by incomplete 
coherence or experimental resolution effects.  For the “PCI on” condition the best fit to the 
measured ratios (solid curve in figure 4) yields  = 0.2 and b = 3.5 a.u. while for the “PCI 
off” condition we obtain  = 0.3 and b = 2 a.u. (dashed curve in figure 4). 

This difference in  seems to support the hypothesis of [17] under consideration.  
However, for two reasons conclusions should be drawn cautiously.  First, the fitting 
parameters are obviously afflicted with experimental uncertainties and it is thus not clear 
exactly how large the difference in  is.  Second, even for the “PCI off” condition  is 
significantly smaller than for the measured ratios for  = 30 eV ( = 0.45), which are 
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compared in figure 5 (open symbols) to the “PCI off” ratios for  = 57 eV (closed symbols).  
Therefore, even if the difference in  for the “PCI on” and “PCI off” conditions is as large 
as suggested by the results of our fitting routine it seems likely that PCI is not the only 
factor leading to the damping of the interference structure.  On the other hand, it is certainly 
fair to state that the present data are not inconsistent with the hypothesis of [17] in so far 
as they provide some support that PCI contributes to the damping of the interference 
structure. 

 

Figure 4. Same as figure 1, but with the additional condition prz = -1.0 to -0.1 a.u. (closed 
symbols) and prz = -0.1 to 1.0 a.u. (open symbols).  The dashed and solid lines are best fits 
of the single-center interference term to the measured ratios. 

Apart from the different damping in the ratios for  = 30 eV and the “PCI off” data 
for  = 57 eV the shape of the -dependence of both data sets in figure 5 is remarkably 
similar.  More specifically, the period and position of the extrema in the interference 
oscillation are the same and fitting the ratios by the model interference term yields the same 
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value of b (2 a.u.).  This similarity provides a clue for what else, apart from PCI, may 
contribute to the larger damping of the interference structure at  = 57 eV (“PCI off”) 
compared to  = 30 eV.  It suggests that for both  the same transition amplitudes (in e.g. a 
perturbation expansion) interfere with each other, although we cannot entirely rule out that 
different transition amplitudes could coincidentally yield the same b.  However, the 
relative importance of the interfering amplitudes is likely to change.  For example, 
increasing the ejected electron energy presumably requires increasingly closer collisions 
between the projectile and the electron.  The interaction of the projectile with the target 
nucleus then has a smaller effect.  Therefore, one might expect that the importance of the 
first-order amplitude, relative to higher-order amplitudes involving the nucleus-nucleus 
interaction, increases with increasing electron energy.  Since the present collision system 
corresponds to a relatively large perturbation parameter qp/vp ≈ 0.6, at small electron 
energies the higher-order amplitudes could be of similar magnitude as the first-order 
amplitudes, which is a favorable condition for pronounced interference structures.  At 
larger electron energies, on the other hand, the higher-order amplitudes could be 
substantially smaller leading to a damping of the interference structure. 

The additional damping of the interference structure for the “PCI on” condition, 
relative to the “PCI off” condition”, might be due to the coherence properties of the 
projectile beam with respect to b.  In the comparison between  = 57 eV (“PCI off”) and 
 = 30 eV this does not play any role because both x and b are identical for both cases.  
But for the “PCI on” condition our fit of the model interference term to the measured ratios 
yields b similar to x so that the beam is only marginally coherent (although the 
observation of a residual interference structure shows that the beam is not completely 
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incoherent yet).  At present, we cannot explain why b is significantly larger for the “PCI 
on” condition.  PCI is a rather complex process which in some sense goes beyond second 
order.  This can be understood using a classical analogy: After two particles collided with 
each other they cannot collide for a second time, because they depart from each other, 
unless one of them gets redirected by an interaction with a third particle.  In the case of 
PCI that third particle is the target nucleus, which can redirect either the electron or the 
projectile.  Another complication is that b is measured in three-dimensional space.  For 
example, the ionization process may be selective on impact parameter vectors pointing in 
opposite directions for the interfering amplitudes under some kinematic conditions, but in 

 

Figure 5. Ratio R between the double differential cross sections for coherent and incoherent 
projectile beams for a fixed energy loss of 30 eV (open symbols) and of 57 eV with the 
additional condition prz = -0.1 to 1.0 a.u. as a function of scattering angle.  The dashed and 
solid lines are best fits of the single-center interference term to the measured ratios. 

the same direction for other conditions.  It is therefore not easy to make even a qualitative 
prediction as to how b should depend on the relative importance of PCI without elaborate 
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theoretical calculations.  In particular, calculations of impact parameter dependent 
transition amplitudes for first- and higher order contributions would be very helpful in 
interpreting the data. 

Conclusions 

We have presented a kinematically complete experimental study of interference effects in 
ionization of H2 by intermediate energy proton impact for electrons emitted with a speed 
equal to the projectile speed.  Several years ago, we observed that for this electron energy 
interference structures in the projectile scattering angle dependence of the ionization cross 
sections were significantly less pronounced than at smaller electron energies [17].  More 
recently we demonstrated that single-center and molecular two – center interference can 
experimentally be separated [19].  Furthermore, in that work we found scattering-angle 
dependent cross sections are dominated by single-center interference and recoil-ion 
momentum dependent cross sections by molecular two-center interference.  Considering 
the combination of the results obtained from [17] and [19] it was the aim of the present 
study to better understand a potential link between single-center interference and the post-
collision interaction (PCI), which is known to be very important for ejected electron speeds 
close to the projectile speed. 

We demonstrated that setting a condition on the longitudinal recoil-ion momentum 
is an effective method to either enhance (by selecting ions recoiling in the backward 
direction) or to suppress (by selecting all other recoil ions) effects due to PCI.  Thereby we 
were able to analyze the interference term for a given electron speed (here ve = vp) under 
conditions of weak or strong PCI.  Our present results confirm our earlier observation [17] 
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that, independent of whether PCI is weak or strong, interference is less pronounced than at 
smaller electron energies.  A possible explanation, calling for theoretical confirmation, is 
that for small electron energies the interfering amplitudes may be of similar magnitude 
(due to the large perturbation parameter) while for larger electron energies the first-order 
amplitude may be significantly larger.  In addition, for strong PCI the interference structure 
is even less pronounced than for weak PCI.  Furthermore, in the former case the impact 
parameter separation between the interfering amplitudes is significantly larger than in the 
latter case, for which it is essentially the same as for small electron energies.  Therefore the 
fixed coherence length corresponds to a less coherent projectile beam for strong PCI and a 
more coherent beam for weak PCI.  This offers a plausible explanation for the stronger 
damping of the interference structure in the case of strong PCI.  However, explaining the 
larger impact parameter separation for this case has to await further theoretical analysis. 
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Abstract 

We have performed a kinematically complete experiment on ionization of H2 by 75 keV 
proton impact for electrons ejected with a speed close to the projectile speed.  The fully 
differential data are compared to a three-body distorted wave and a continuum distorted 
wave – eikonal initial state calculation.  Large discrepancies between experiment and 
theory, as well as between both calculations, are found.  These probably arise from a strong 
coupling between the ionization and capture channels, which is not accounted for by 
theory. 
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Introduction 

With the advent of cold target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS [1,2]) 
kinematically complete experiments on target ionization by ion impact became feasible 
[3,4].  In this method, the recoil-ion momentum is measured in addition to the momentum 
of either the ejected electron [e.g. 5-9] or the scattered projectile [e.g. 10-13] and the 
momentum of the third (undetected) collision fragment is obtained using momentum 
conservation.  The fully differential cross sections (FDCS) that can be extracted from such 
experiments offer the most sensitive tests of theoretical models (for a recent review see 
[14]). 

Initially, these experiments focused on studying ionization of helium [e.g. 5-
7,9,10].  After theory had made remarkable progress in reproducing experimental data for 
ionization of simple targets by electron impact [e.g. 15,16], it was quite surprising that for 
ion impact significant, in some cases severe, discrepancies were found [e.g. 17-22].  
Recently, an experimental study [23] suggested that these discrepancies may be partly due 
to the projectile coherence properties, which are not realistically treated in most of the 
existing theoretical models.  For fast heavy ions the coherence length tends to be very small 
so that only a small fraction of the target dimension is coherently illuminated.  As a result, 
interference effects, present in calculations assuming a coherent projectile beam, are not 
experimentally observable.  This interpretation has since received further experimental 
support [11, 13, 24, and 25].  Nevertheless, especially for highly-charged ion impact, it 
seems likely that the projectile coherence properties are not the only factor contributing to 
the discrepancies.  For this ion species, higher-order contributions to the transition 
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amplitudes can reach a magnitude large enough to represent an enormous challenge to 
theory. 

Higher-order processes involving the post-collision interaction (PCI) between the 
outgoing scattered projectile and the electron, which has been lifted to the continuum by a 
preceding primary interaction, have been studied extensively [e.g. 6,9,26-29].  These 
studies have shown that the role of PCI maximizes when the electron speed vel approaches 
the projectile speed vp [29,30].  Well-known manifestations of the PCI are the occurrence 
of a sharp peak in the energy spectrum (the so-called cusp peak) of electrons ejected in the 
forward direction [26-28] and a narrowing of the scattered projectile angular distribution, 
which is particularly pronounced when vel  vp [29].  However, FDCS are very difficult to 
measure for this kinematic regime, at least for fast-ion impact.  The problem is that for 
projectile energies of the order of MeV/amu vel  vp corresponds to ejected electron 
energies of the order of keVs.  To directly measure such large electron energies within a 
COLTRIMS set-up is only possible at the expense of a poor recoil-ion momentum 
resolution.  The only experimental FDCS for vel  vp reported so far were measured for 75 
keV p + H2 collisions [13], for which the corresponding electron energy is relatively small 
(41.6 eV).  Furthermore, the electron energy was not measured directly, but obtained from 
the projectile energy loss.  That work was focused on the role of projectile coherence 
effects; impacts of the PCI on the collision dynamics were not analyzed. 

In this communication we present the first comparative study between experiment 
and theory on FDCS for ionization of H2 by ion impact in the regime vel  vp, which is still 
a largely unexplored kinematic regime.  The measurements and calculations were 
performed for various electron ejection geometries.  Stunning discrepancies not only 
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between the measured and calculated FDCS, but also between two conceptually similar 
theoretical models were found.  This indicates a large sensitivity of the FDCS to the details 
of the dynamics of the ionization process for vel  vp.  A strong coupling between the 
ionization and capture channels in this regime could at least partly be responsible for these 
unusual discrepancies. 

Experiment  

The details of the experiment have been reported previously [11, 12].  In brief: a proton 
beam was extracted from a hot cathode ion source and accelerated to an energy of 75 keV 
plus 57 eV.  The beam was collimated by an aperture 1.5 mm in diameter, located at the 
end of the accelerator terminal, and by a pair of horizontal and vertical slits with a width 
of 150 m placed at a distance of 50 cm before the target region.  This geometry of the 
collimating slit corresponds to a transverse coherence length of about 3.3 a.u.  After 
intersecting a very cold (T  1 – 2 K) neutral H2 target beam the projectiles passed through 
a switching magnet to eliminate charge-exchanged beam components. 

The protons were then decelerated by 70 keV and energy-analyzed by an 
electrostatic parallel-plate analyzer [31] (for a review on projectile energy-loss 
spectroscopy see [32]), which was set to a pass-energy of 5 keV.  Therefore, only protons 
which suffered an energy loss of  = 57 eV in the collision with the target passed the 
analyzer and were detected by a two-dimensional position-sensitive micro-channel plate 
detector.  The entrance and exit slits were very narrow (75 m) in the vertical direction (y-
direction) and long ( 2.5 cm) in the x-direction.  Therefore, the y-component of the 
momentum transfer q = po – pf (where po and pf are the initial and final projectile momenta) 
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was fixed at zero (within the resolution) and the x-component could be determined form 
the x-component of the position on the detector.  The scattering angle p = sin-1(qx/po) was 
obtained with a resolution of about 0.13 mrad full width at half maximum (FWHM).  The 
z-component of q is to a very good approximation given by qz = /vp = 1.21 a.u..  The 
energy loss resolution of 3 eV FWHM corresponds to a resolution in qz of 0.06 a.u. FWHM. 

The H2+ recoil ions produced in the collision were extracted by a weak, nearly 
uniform electric field (E  8V/cm) pointing in the x-direction applied over a length of 5 
cm.  The ions then drifted in a field free region 10 cm in length and were finally detected 
by a second two-dimensional position-sensitive micro-channel plate detector.  From the 
position information the two momentum components in the plane of the detector (i.e. the 
y- and z-components) could be determined.   The projectile and recoil-ion detectors were 
set in coincidence.  The time-of-flight of the recoil ions from the collision region to the 
detector, which is contained in the coincidence time, was used to calculate the x-component 
of the recoil-ion momentum vector.  The resolution in the x-, y-, and z-components was 
0.15, 0.5, and 0.15 a.u. FWHM, respectively.  The electron momentum was obtained using 
momentum conservation as pel = q – prec. 

Results and Discussions 

The experimental results are compared with the molecular continuum distorted wave 
Eikonal initial state approximation (CDW-EIS MO) [33] and the molecular three-body 
distorted wave Eikonal initial state (M3DW-EIS) approximation [34] which have been 
described in previous publications, so only a brief description noting the similarities and 
differences will be presented here.  In the CDW-EIS MO approach [33], the T-matrix is 
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approximated as a sum of two terms corresponding to ionization of effective atomic 
wavefunctions centered on the two H2 nuclei.  CDW-EIS transition amplitudes are used for 
the individual atomic terms within an impact parameter approximation. This 
approximation allows treating separately the quantum-mechanical dynamics of the 
electrons from the classical dynamics of the nuclei. Then, the interaction between the 
projectile and the target nuclei, the so-called N-N interaction, is considered in all orders 
within this approximation.  The average over all molecular orientations yields a cross 
section which is a product of an interference term and a CDW-EIS cross section for the 
two effective atomic centers. 

The M3DW-EIS approach [34] is a fully quantum mechanical approach with the 
initial projectile wave-function being represented as an Eikonal wave and the scattered 
projectile being represented as a Coulomb wave for effective charge +1.  The initial 
molecular wave-function is represented by a numerical Hartree-Fock H2 ground state 
Dyson orbital averaged over all orientations.  The ejected electron wave-function is a 
numerical distorted wave calculated using a two-center distorting potential obtained from 
the Hartree-Fock H2 charge density averaged over all orientations.  The final state wave-
function for the system is approximated as a product of the Coulomb wave for the 
projectile, the distorted wave for the ejected electron and the exact final state projectile-
electron interaction (PCI).  Finally, the initial state projectile-target interaction contains 
both the projectile-active electron interaction and the interaction between the projectile and 
an effective ion of charge +1. 

In figure 1 the FDCS are plotted for electrons with an energy of 41.6 eV ejected 
into the scattering plane, spanned by po and q, as a function of the polar electron ejection 
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angle el.  p was fixed at 0.1 mrad (upper left panel), 0.2 mrad (upper right panel), 0.325 
mrad (lower left panel), and 0.55 mrad (lower right panel), respectively.  The arrows 
indicate the direction of the momentum transfer for each p.  In the experimental data, in 
each case a pronounced peak structure, the so-called binary peak, is observed near the 
direction of q.  With increasing p the binary peak is increasingly shifted in the forward 
direction relative to q.  A similar trend was also observed in the FDCS for ionization by 
fast highly charged ion impact [9]. 

The solid and dashed curves in figure 1 show calculations based on the molecular 
3-body distorted wave-Eikonal initial state (M3DW-EIS) [34] and the continuum distorted 
wave – Eikonal initial state (CDW-EIS) [33] approaches, respectively.  As described 
above, the two models represent different approximations for essentially the same physics.  
Although both of them treat the ionization process perturbatively to first order in the 
operator of the T-matrix, they both also incorporate higher-order contributions (both in the 
projectile - electron and in the projectile - target nucleus interaction) in the final-state 
wavefunction.  Although the results of both models are qualitatively similar, dramatic 
discrepancies to the experimental data are quite obvious:  In both calculations a very sharp 
and large peak structure is found at el = 0 for all scattering angles, which is absent in the 
measured FDCS.  Furthermore, the binary peak, i.e. the only structure observed in the 
experimental data, is completely missing in both calculations for p = 0.1 mrad.  For all p 
the height of the 0o peak in the calculations is much larger than the magnitude of the binary 
peak in the experimental FDCS (for p = 0.1 mrad by about an order of magnitude in case 
of the M3DW-EIS results).  Considering the conceptual similarity between both models, 
the large differences in magnitudes between the two theoretical curves are quite surprising.  
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On the other hand, for the two larger p, the shape of the measured binary peak is very well 
reproduced by both calculations and for p = 0.325 mrad, the M3DW-EIS model also 
predicts the magnitude correctly. 

A strong 0o peak for vel = vp appears to be a feature which one may have expected 
since the attractive PCI is known to produce an enhanced electron flux in the forward 
direction.  This may raise the question whether the discrepancies between experiment and 
theory are simply due to inaccuracies in the calibration shifting the peak, which should be 
located at 0o, to larger el.  However, this could not explain the comparison between 
experiment and theory at the two larger p, where in the calculations two peak structures 
are observed, but only one in the measured FDCS.  Furthermore, the accuracy of the 
calibration has been thoroughly tested [35] and also seems to be confirmed by the good 
agreement between experiment and theory regarding the location of the binary peak.  
Finally, we found that the shape of the FDCS near el = 0 is surprisingly insensitive to the 
calibration. 

Another possibility is that the absence of the 0o peak in the data could be due to its 
very small width (6o FWHM in the CDW-EIS calculation).  Since data points are taken in 
steps of 10o the peak structure could simply be “missed”.  However, the angular resolution 
( 15o FWHM) is larger than the step size so that the 0o peak should have been observed, 
although with a much larger width than in the calculation and therefore, since the integrated 
peak content cannot change, with a reduced height.  That leaves the possibility that the 0o 
peak is not resolved from the binary peak and/or so much reduced in height because of the 
resolution that it is no longer visible.  We have therefore convoluted the CDW-EIS 
calculation for p = 0.325 mrad with a pessimistic resolution of 20o FWHM and the result 
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is shown, after renormalizing to the height of the experimental binary peak, as the dotted 
curve in figure 1.  Indeed, in the convolution the height of the 0o peak is significantly 
reduced relative to the binary peak, but nevertheless a well-resolved structure as tall as the 
binary peak remains.  A further increase in resolution would make the binary peak too 
broad compared to the experimental data.  We therefore conclude that the poor agreement 
between the measured and calculated FDCS cannot be explained by experimental artifacts, 
at least not for the two larger p.  For p = 0.1 mrad (and possibly also for 0.2 mrad), on 
the other hand, it is quite possible that a significant 0o peak, unresolved from the binary 
peak, exists in the experimental data.  But even if this is the case, the magnitude of the 0o 
peak relative to the binary peak would still be severely overestimated by theory since the 
maximum in the measured FDCS is much closer to the direction of q than to 00.  

Some discrepancies between experiment and the M3DW-EIS model, although not 
nearly as large as in the present study, was also found in the FDCS for  = 30 eV [12].  In 
that work we considered the possibility that the capture channel, which is not accounted 
for in the calculation, may be responsible at least for part of the discrepancies.  Electrons 
promoted to the continuum by a primary interaction with the projectile can eventually get 
captured to the projectile by subsequent interactions.  However, the theoretical model does 
not contain bound projectile states and all electrons removed from the target therefore must 
remain in the continuum.  The capture probability steeply increases with decreasing relative 
velocity between the electron and the projectile.  For vel  vp (i.e.  = 57 eV and el = 0) 
this probability could saturate leading to a strong depletion of the FDCS for ionization in 
this kinematic regime.  This would explain the absence of the 0o peak in the experimental 
data.  In order to test this explanation a non-perturbative coupled-channel calculation, using 
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a two-center basis set, would be very helpful.  Since such a model would account for the 
capture channel the 0o peak should be at least strongly reduced. 

 

 

Figure 1. Fully differential cross sections for electrons with an energy of 41. 6 eV ejected 
into the scattering plane as a function of the polar electron emission angle.  The projectile 
scattering angle is fixed at 0.1 mrad (upper left), 0.2 mrad (upper right), 0.325 mrad (lower 
left), and 0.55 mrad (lower right).  Solid curves, M3DW-EIS calculations; dashed curves, 
CDW-EIS calculations; dotted curve (for 0.325 mrad), CDW-EIS calculation convoluted 
with an angular resolution of 20o FWHM; dash-dotted curve (for 0.55 mrad), CDW-EIS 
calculation for an ejected electron energy of 43.6 eV. 

A similar feature as in the present data, with reversed roles between experiment and 
theory, was found in the FDCS for 3.6 MeV/amu Au53+ + He collisions [6].  There, a 
pronounced 0o peak was observed in the measured FDCS in addition to the binary peak, 
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which was completely absent in the calculations. One important difference was that the 
speed of the  ejected  electron was much smaller  than the projectile speed.  Nevertheless, 

 

Figure 2. Fully differential cross sections for electrons with an energy of 41.6 eV ejected 
along the surface of a cone with an opening angle of 35o as a function of the azimuthal 
electron emission angle.  The projectile scattering angle was fixed at the same values as in 
figure 1.  Solid and dashed curves as in figure 1. 

due to the very large projectile charge, PCI played a similarly important role as in the 
present data.  However, the electron flux in the 0o peak probably did not get depleted as 
strongly by the capture channel because of the large relative speed of about 10 a.u. between 
the electron and the projectile.  On the other hand, based on this argument, the missing 
capture channel in the perturbative models should not pose a serious problem and the 
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question arises why the 0o peak could not even qualitatively be reproduced by theory.  We 
cannot offer a definite answer to this question, however, we allude to the extremely large 
perturbation parameter (projectile charge to speed ratio  4.4) for this collision system, for 
which the validity of perturbative approaches is not clear.  For example, the importance of 
PCI may be severely underestimated. 

Another possible explanation for the missing 0o peak in the present measured FDCS 
is related to a study of Shah et al, where the shape of the cusp peak was studied for low-
energy p + H2 and p + He collisions [36].  They found that the cusp peak was shifted in 
position to an electron speed which was about 5 to 10 % smaller than vp.  They interpreted 
this shift as being due to a post-collisional interaction of the residual target ion with the 
ejected electron (to which we refer as target PCI), which acts in the opposite direction as 
the projectile PCI.  This conclusion was disputed by Sarkadi and Barrachina [37].  They 
argued that the bulk of the shift can be explained by the finite acceptance angle of the 
electron analyzer and misalignment effects.  However, to the best of our knowledge the 
question whether the target PCI can lead to a significant shift of the cusp peak has never 
been conclusively settled.  In our case vel is actually slightly larger than vp (by about 1 %), 
which according to the data of Shah et al. would already be outside the (shifted) cusp peak.  
However, it should be noted that in the present study, vp was nearly a factor of 2 larger and 
any shift of the cusp peak due to the target PCI should be reduced.  Nevertheless, we cannot 
entirely rule out that the target PCI may also contribute to a suppression of the 0o peak. 

In order to test how sensitive the shape of the FDCS is to a shift of the cusp peak 
we performed the CDW-EIS calculations also for  = 59 eV, which corresponds to a change 
in the ejected electron speed by only 2%.  The results are shown in figure 1 for p = 0.55 
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mrad as the dash-dotted curve.  Relative to  = 57 eV the 0o peak is reduced by almost a 
factor of 3, while the binary peak is slightly increased.  For the other p similar differences 
between the FDCS for these two energy losses were found.  Therefore, if the target PCI 
shifts the cusp peak to smaller electron energies, as asserted by Shah et al., then it could 
sensitively affect the shape of the FDCS for electron speeds close to the projectile speed.  
However, the vast overestimation of the 0o peak for  = 57 eV would then suggest that 
either the shift of the cusp peak is not accurately described by CDW-EIS or this model 
would probably predict an even much larger 0o peak at the actual cusp peak energy. 

In figure 2 the FDCS are shown for fixed el = 35o and the same values of p as in 
figure 1 as a function of the azimuthal electron ejection angle el, where el = 90o coincides 
with the azimuthal angle of q.  Since el = 35o is close to the polar angle of q, at least for 
p = 0.2 and 0.325 mrad, the data points at el = 90o are close to the binary peak.  For all p 
the entire data sets of figure 2 are far from the 0o peak predicted by theory.   Therefore, for 
this geometry the comparison between measured and calculated FDCS (the same 
calculations are shown by the same curves as in figure 1) shows how well the collision 
dynamics is described by theory in a regime which should not be as strongly affected by 
the capture channel as the forward direction.  Significant discrepancies, especially to the 
CDW-EIS calculations, are still present, but they are not as severe as in the scattering plane.  
For the same geometry, but an energy loss of 30 eV, the discrepancies, especially in the 
magnitude, were significantly smaller [12, 34].  This is a hint that even far away from the 
0o peak the capture channel could present a problem to perturbative calculations. 
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Conclusions 

In summary, we have presented the first fully differential comparative study between 
experiment and theory on target ionization by ion impact in the regime of velocity matching 
of the ejected electron with the projectile.  Remarkable discrepancies between experiment 
and theory and between two conceptually similar theoretical models were found.  This 
indicates a large sensitivity of the cross sections to the details of the collision dynamics in 
this regime.  A possible explanation for the discrepancies between the measured and 
calculated cross sections is a strong coupling between the ionization and capture channels, 
which is not accounted for in both theoretical models.  This should be particularly 
important for electrons ejected to a state just above the continuum limit of the target, but 
our data suggest that it may still be significant far away from this regime. 
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Abstract 

We present a fully differential study of projectile coherence effects in ionization in p + He 
collisions. The experimental data are qualitatively reproduced by a non-perturbative ab 
initio time-dependent model, which treats the projectile coherence properties in terms of a 
wave packet. A comparison between first- and higher-order treatments shows that the 
observed interference structures are primarily due to a coherent superposition of different 
impact parameters leading to the same scattering angle. Higher-order contributions have a 
significant effect on the interference term. 

Introduction 

It is well established that matter waves can show similar interference effects as light [e.g. 
1-3].  Furthermore, as in classical optics, one requirement for observable interference 
phenomena is that the incoming waves must be coherent over the dimension of the 
diffracting object [e.g. 4-6].  However, in theoretical calculations of scattering cross 
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sections not much attention was paid to the coherence properties of the projectiles.  Rather, 
the incoming projectiles were usually assumed to be fully coherent.  For electron impact, 
this is in most cases a justified assumption because there the coherence length tends to be 
very large due to the large de Broglie wavelengths of electrons even at large energies.  For 
ion impact, on the other hand, for which the coherence lengths tend to be orders of 
magnitude smaller, multiple differential measurements of cross sections as a function of 
projectile parameters were very rare until about 10 to 15 years ago [7,8].  Less differential 
measurements, especially those integrating over projectile parameters, are not very 
sensitive to the projectile coherence properties so that here the assumption of a fully 
coherent beam may have not been critical either.  

With the advent of cold target recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) 
[9,10] fully differential measurements on ionization by ion impact became feasible [e.g. 
11-13, for a review see 14].  These studies revealed surprising discrepancies between 
experiment and theory which resisted an explanation for about a decade.  Then, a few years 
ago, experimental data were reported which suggested that double differential ionization 
cross sections as a function of projectile energy loss and scattering angle in p + H2 collisions 
were significantly affected by the projectile coherence properties [5].  More specifically, 
interference structures were observed when projectiles with a large transverse coherence 
length ∆x were prepared, but they were absent for a small ∆x.  More recent experimental 
data suggest that the discrepancies in the fully differential cross sections mentioned above 
may be due to an unrealistic description of the projectile coherence properties in theory 
[15,16].  Another fully differential study yielded good agreement between experiment and 
theory for relatively large ∆x (compared to the relatively small impact parameters mostly 
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contributing to ionization for fast ion impact) and is thus consistent with this interpretation, 
although no conclusive evidence neither supporting nor dismissing it was reported [17]. 

Further support for an important role of coherence effects, initially observed in 
double differential cross sections for p + H2 collisions, was later obtained from 
measurements of fully differential cross sections (FDCS) for the same collision system 
[18,19].  These data were interpreted in terms of two different types of interference being 
present in the FDCS for coherent projectiles, which were dubbed molecular two-center and 
single-center interference, respectively [19]. The former is due to indistinguishable 
diffraction of the projectile from the two atomic centers in the molecule.  The latter was 
initially interpreted as interference between first- and higher-order transition amplitudes; 
however, here we will show that this interpretation may have to be modified.  The 
simultaneous presence of both types of interference makes the analysis of coherence effects 
and of the interference term difficult. 

Another limitation in advancing our understanding of such effects from the existing 
data is that only very little theoretical work has been done in which the projectile coherence 
properties are incorporated in terms of a wave packet approach [20].  Results of 
calculations considering the projectile coherence properties by ad hoc approaches 
[18,19,21] provide encouraging qualitative support of the interpretation of experimental 
data, but they do not offer ultimate evidence.  Indeed, this interpretation did not go 
completely unchallenged.  Feagin and Hargreaves [22] argued that the differences between 
the cross sections for coherent and incoherent projectiles were merely due to differences in 
the beam divergence.  However, Sharma et al. [23] demonstrated that there was no 
significant difference in the beam divergence for the measurement of the coherent and 
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incoherent cross sections.  On the other hand, Walters and Whelan [24], using a 
sophisticated non-perturbative approach with a two-center basis, found significant 
coherence effects in the double differential ionization cross sections for p + H collisions, 
which resembled experimental observations for p + H2 collisions.  But there, too, the 
coherence properties were not treated by describing the projectile by a wave packet.  Only 
very recently a theoretical study treating the projectile by a wave packet was reported [20].  
The authors of that work concluded that indeed the experimental observations reported in 
[5] are due to the projectile coherence properties and are not merely due to a beam 
divergence effect. 

In this Letter, we present a fully differential study of coherence effects for 
ionization of an atomic target.  Since here molecular two-center interference is obviously 
absent, single-center interference could be analyzed unambiguously.  The experimental 
data are compared to a time-dependent ab initio calculation, in which the projectile is 
described in terms of a wave packet and in which the initial width of the wave packet 
reflects the transverse coherence length of the projectiles.  Qualitatively good agreement 
between experiment and theory is found.  

Experiment 

The experiment was performed at Missouri S&T.  A 75 keV proton beam was collimated 
by a pair of slits with a width of 150 m.  The slit collimating in the vertical (y) direction 
was kept at a fixed distance of 50 cm from the target, while in the horizontal (x) direction 
two different distances of L1 = 50 cm and L2 = 6.5 cm were used.  These slit geometries 
correspond to transverse projectile coherence lengths x of about 3.5 and 1.0 a.u., 
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respectively (for more details see [18]).  It should be noted that for the low-energy protons 
studied here typical impact parameters are significantly larger than for the much faster 
protons studied in [17].  As a result, although x for the small slit distance is similar to the 
one realized in [17], relative to the effective dimension of the diffracting object (i.e. the 
impact parameters) x is much smaller.  Projectiles which did not charge-exchange in the 
collision were selected by a switching magnet, decelerated to 5 keV, and energy-analyzed 
by an electrostatic parallel plate analyzer [25].  The analyzer slits were narrow in the y-
direction (75 m), but long in the x-direction (2.5 cm).  Protons which suffered an energy 
loss of  = 30 eV passed the entrance and exit slits and were detected by a two-dimensional 
position-sensitive channel-plate detector.  The position information in the x-direction 
provided the x-component of the momentum transfer q from the projectile to the target 
while the y-component is fixed at zero (within the experimental resolution) due to the 
narrow analyzer slit width.  The z-component is related to the energy loss by qz = /v, where 
v is the projectile velocity. 

A very cold He beam (T  1-2 K) was produced by a supersonic jet expanding in 
the y-direction.  In that direction the He beam is cooled by adiabatic expansion due to the 
large pressure gradient between the gas reservoir and the surrounding chamber.  Before 
entering the collision region the He atoms are well collimated by a conically shaped 
skimmer minimizing scattering from the skimmer itself.  This collimation results in a target 
temperature in the xz-plane which is nearly an order of magnitude lower than in the y-
direction.  As a result, the corresponding momentum spread in the direction of the 
scattering (x-direction) does not make a significant contribution to the coherence properties 
of the collision. 
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The recoiling target ions were extracted by a weak electric field (E = 8 V/cm) 

pointing in the x-direction and also detected by a two-dimensional position-sensitive 
channel-plate detector.  From the position information the recoil-ion momentum 
components in the y- and z-direction (defined by the initial projectile beam axis) are 
extracted.  The projectile and recoil-ion detectors are set in coincidence.  Since the 
projectile time of flight is fixed the coincidence time directly reflects the recoil-ion time of 
flight so that it provides the recoil-ion momentum in the x-direction.  The electron 
momentum is deduced from momentum conservation by pel = q – prec. 

Our theoretical approach to account for the projectile coherence properties in the 
description of the ionization process builds on the method reported earlier in [21]. There, 
as a first step, we calculated an impact parameter (b) dependent transition amplitude 

( , ), where pel is the ejected electron momentum. In the incoherent case we assigned 
to each impact parameter a certain projectile scattering angle (and thus perpendicular 
momentum transfer ⊥) on the basis of classical scattering. In the coherent case we 
calculated the scattering amplitude ( , ) by an inverse Fourier transform (Eq. 4 of 
[21]). 

Here, we complete our model by describing the projectile as a wave packet with 
finite coherence length Δb. In the previously mentioned inverse Fourier transform the 
transition amplitude is multiplied by a Gaussian profile centered on the impact parameter 
b0 assigned to the momentum transfer ⊥ for the incoherent case 

                         ( , ) =  ( , ) ∙   ( )  (1) 
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Here, C is a normalization constant and 2 p t is an eikonal phase accounting for the 
internuclear interaction, Zp and Zt being the charges of the projectile and the target nucleus, 
respectively.   

It should be emphasized that the projectile coherence properties are actually 
determined by the intrinsic momentum spread, i.e. by the width of the projectile wave 
packet in momentum space.  In the transverse direction, this momentum spread is given by 
the local collimation angle that the slit subtends relative to the target location [e.g. 4].  
Although the slit width is of macroscopic dimension, the momentum spread defined by the 
local collimation angle is of microscopic (atomic) magnitude, i.e. the macroscopic slit 
width does not rule out an influence on the microscopic coherence length.  Furthermore, it 
should be noted that, although the width of the projectile wave packet in position space 
increases due to dispersion, the momentum spread remains fixed in free propagation so that 
dispersion has no effect on the coherence properties.  In our model dispersion is neglected 
because the wave packet is time-independent.  In this approximation the transverse 
coherence length is determined by the width of the wave packet in position space, which 
in turn is related to the wave packet in momentum space by a Fourier transform. 

The amplitude ( , ) is calculated in two ways: applying a perturbation and an 
ab initio model. In the latter, the two-electron time-dependent Schrödinger equation is 
solved numerically [26], and from the obtained fully-correlated electronic wave function 
the ionization probability amplitudes are extracted by projecting onto single continuum 
eigenstates. Since these single continuum states are calculated in the field of the residual 
ion, the electron population captured by the projectile is also counted as ionization. This 
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contamination is significant in the vicinity of the projectile velocity (forward ejection 
angles), but its influence becomes negligible for larger angles.    

Results and Discussions  

Before we discuss the FDCS we first analyze the ratio R between the double differential 
cross sections DDCS measured for the slit distances L1 and L2 for  = 30 eV as a function 
of either the projectile scattering angle p or precx.  Since these slit distances correspond to 
large and small transverse coherence lengths, we refer to these DDCS as the coherent and 
incoherent cross sections, respectively.  These R, which reflect the interference term 
[18,19], are plotted as a function of p (closed symbols, lower scale) and precx (open 
symbols, upper scale) of figure 1.  The phase angle in the two-center interference term 
depends on the recoil-ion momentum [27], while for single-center interference it depends 
on the transverse component of q [24].  We would therefore expect structures in R(p), but 
a flat dependence in R(precx), which is exactly what is observed in figure 1. 

For the presentation of the FDCS we use a coordinate system in which the positive 
x-direction is defined by the transverse component of q and the z-direction by the initial 
projectile beam axis, i.e. qx  0 and qy = 0 for all events.  The FDCS are analyzed for fixed 
 = 30 eV and various fixed values of precx and presented as a function of the polar and 
azimuthal electron ejection angles el and el.  Here, el is measured relative to the z-axis 
and el is, somewhat unconventionally, the angle between the positive y-axis and the 
projection of pel onto the xy-plane.  Therefore, el = 90o corresponds to the direction of the 
transverse component of q.  It should be noted that in this representation of the FDCS each 
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combination of el and el unambiguously correspond to a well-defined value of qx 
according to qx = pel sinel sinel + precx. 

In figure 2 the FDCS measured with a coherent (panel a) and incoherent (panel b) 
projectile beam are plotted for precx = 1.25 a.u. as a function of el and el.  In both cases a 
maximum is observed around el = 45o and el = 270o.  If the FDCS are presented for fixed 
q, the so-called binary peak, occurring at el = 90o and el between 0o and 90o, is usually 
the dominant structure.  The reason that in our presentation of the FDCS (i.e. for fixed precx) 
the binary peak is very weak (if present at all) is that the angle-dependent q maximizes for 
el = 90o.  The cross sections, on the other hand, are known to steeply decrease with 
increasing q. 

Significant differences between the coherent and incoherent data are quite apparent.  
Most notably, the latter are more spread out than the former in both the el - and el – 
dependencies.  Panels c) and d) show the coherent and incoherent FDCS calculated with 
the perturbative model and panels e) and f) those calculated with the ab initio model.  The 
perturbative calculation does not even reproduce the experimental data qualitatively, as 
expected for the relatively large perturbation parameter of  = Zp/v = 0.6.  Much improved 
agreement is achieved with the ab initio model.  Nevertheless, there are still some 
discrepancies in the peak position, which is shifted relative to the measured FDCS in the 
forward direction.  This is probably due to a large loss of flux to the capture channel, which 
is considered as ionization in the calculation, especially at small el [28,29].  On the other 
hand, the calculation quite well reproduces the spreading of the incoherent relative to the 
coherent experimental data in the el - and el – dependencies of the FDCS. 
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Figure 1. Ratios between double differential cross sections measured for coherent and 
incoherent projectile as a function of scattering angle (closed symbols, lower scale) and the 
x-component of the recoil-ion momentum (open symbols, upper scale). 

In order to analyze coherence effects and the interference term in more detail, we 
show in figure 3 the ratio R between the coherent and incoherent FDCS (which represents 
the interference term) as a function of el for precx = 0.2 a.u. and el = 25o (panel a), precx = 
0.7 a.u. and el = 45o (panel b), precx = 0.7 a.u. and el = 65o (panel c), and precx = 1.25 a.u. 
and el = 65o (panel d).  The shape of R(el) varies significantly with the kinematic 
parameters.  At small precx and el R is essentially constant and no clear coherence effects 
are discerned.  However, with increasing precx and el an increasingly pronounced structure 
is observed which changes in shape with both precx and el.  In all cases, except for precx = 
0.2 a.u. and el = 25o, a pronounced minimum is found at el = 90o.  But at el = 270o the 
shape ranges from a shallow minimum for precx = 0.7 a.u. and el = 45o to a deep minimum 
for precx = 0.7 a.u. and el = 65o, to a maximum for precx = 1.25 a.u. and el = 65o. 
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The dashed and solid curves in figure 3 show the results of our perturbative and ab 

initio calculations, respectively.  Both models reproduce the basic features seen in the 
experimental data, including the transition from a minimum to a maximum at el = 270o 
going from precx = 0.7 to 1.25 a.u., although overall the ab initio results are in somewhat 
better agreement with the data.  One striking feature in the data, which is qualitatively well 
reproduced by the ab initio calculation, is that the minimum in R at 90o for the largest recoil 
momentum is particularly pronounced.  This reflects that essentially no counts were 
detected for the coherent case, while the incoherent signal was quite strong. 

Considering the major discrepancies between the measured FDCS and the 
perturbative model, the agreement in the ratios is remarkably good.  Since this model does 
not account for higher-order contributions in the projectile-electron interaction (to which 
we refer in the following as post-collision interaction or PCI), this suggests that the 
interference term is much less sensitive to such contributions than the FDCS.  This 
assumption is further supported by the similarity of the perturbative results to the ab initio 
calculations, which fully accounts for PCI. 

To further test the effect of higher-order contributions on the interference term we 
have computed R using the perturbative model with the eikonal phase, describing the 
nucleus-nucleus interaction, removed.  These calculations, which are shown as dotted 
curves in figure 3, represent a pure first-order treatment. Nevertheless, pronounced 
structures are still observable.  This shows that our original interpretation of single-center 
interference, as being due to a coherent superposition of first- and higher-order transition 
amplitudes [19], has to be modified.  Rather, based on the present calculations, we conclude 
that  the  interference  is due to a  coherent  superposition  of different  impact parameters 
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Figure 2. Fully differential cross sections for fixed projectile energy loss ( = 30 eV) and 
fixed x-component of the recoil-ion momentum (precx = 1.25 a.u.) as a function of the 
azimuthal and polar electron emission angles.  The left panels represent coherent and the 
right panels incoherent cross sections.  Panels a) and b), experiment; panels c) and d) 
perturbative model, panels e) and f) ab initio model. 
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resulting in the same scattering angle, independent of the importance of higher-order 
contributions.  Even in a coherent first-order treatment such interference is present   through 
the  Fourier transform  relating  the  scattering-angle  dependent  to  the impact parameter 

 
 
Figure 3. Ratios between FDCS for coherent and incoherent beams precx = 0.2 a.u. and el 
= 25o (panel a), precx = 0.7 a.u. and el = 45o (panel b), precx = 0.7 a.u. and el = 65o (panel 
c), and precx = 1.25 a.u. and el = 65o (panel d) as a function el.  Dotted curves, perturbative 
model without eikonal phase; dashed curves, perturbative model with eikonal phase; solid 
curves, ab initio model. 

dependent transition amplitude.  Nevertheless, the differences between the various 
calculations show that higher-order effects, both in the nucleus-nucleus interaction (not 
included in the perturbative model without eikonal phase) and in the projectile – electron 
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interaction (only accounted for in the ab initio model) play an important role in the 
interference term.  

Conclusions 

In summary, we have performed a joint experimental and theoretical fully differential study 
of wave packet scattering in ionization in p + He collisions.  The experimentally observed 
projectile coherence effects are qualitatively reproduced by our calculations.  Over the last 
five years numerous experimental studies supporting an important role of projectile 
coherence effects were reported.  With the present work this interpretation of the data is 
now backed by a theoretical analysis which goes well beyond an ad hoc approach and 
which describes the projectile by a wave packet.  For collision systems involving 
intermediate energies, like the one studied here, we therefore believe that the existence of 
projectile coherence effects can now be regarded as established beyond reasonable doubt.  
In contrast, for fast ion impact a confirmation of the role of coherence effects on the FDCS 
requires further experimental and theoretical work.   

The comparison between first-order and high-order treatments demonstrates that 
single-center interference is primarily due to a coherent superposition of different impact 
parameters leading to the same scattering angle, but higher-order contributions 
nevertheless play an important role in the interference term.  To achieve improved 
quantitative agreement between experiment and theory it seems important to extend the ab 
initio model to a two-center basis set so that the capture channel is adequately accounted 
for. 
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SECTION  

2. CONCLUSION 

It is well established that Young type interference structures can be observed in 
ionization of molecular H2. This interference is mainly due to indistinguishable scattering 
from the two atomic centers of the molecule. Earlier Egodapitiya et al [27] tested this idea 
by performing an experiment on single ionization of H2 by proton impact. They have 
observed, that the measured double differential cross sections (DDCS) are very sensitive 
to the coherence length of the projectile. By varying the geometry of the collimating slit, 
which was placed before the target, they controlled the projectile coherence length. That 
experiment thus qualitatively demonstrated the importance of the projectile coherence 
properties. Sharma et al [35] further support the role of coherence effects by performing 
fully differential cross sections (FDCS) measurements for the same collision system. 
There, two different types of interference structures were discussed, namely molecular two-
center and single-center interference. However, the data were not sensitive enough to 
conclusively identify and distinguish between single- and two-center interference. This 
dissertation is comprised of four papers and there a series of experiments was performed 
to address such questions in more detail. 

We have performed a kinematically complete experiment for ionization of H2 by 
75 keV p impact for an energy loss of 57 eV, which corresponds to an electron energy of 
41.4 eV. In the first journal article of my dissertation, the aim was to address the 
discrepancies of the phase angle dependence in the FDCS observed by Sharma et al [35] 
and to investigate single-center interference and two-center interference further. The data 
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were obtained for two transverse coherence lengths of 3.3 a.u. (coherent projectile) and 0.4 
-1.0 a.u. (incoherent projectile) as discussed in the referred article. Relatively small, but 
significant differences between both data sets were observed as a function of the   azimuthal 
electron ejection angle φel for fixed polar electron emission angle θel and fixed q.  A 
comparably strong interference structure, with a prec-dependent phase angle, was 
experimentally observed. This was interpreted as two-center molecular interference. 
Furthermore, a pronounced interference structure was also observed if the data were plotted 
for fixed θel and prec as a function of φel. In this representation of the data any structure as 
a function of φel means that the phase angle depends on q. In the article, the importance of 
both single- and two-center interference was thus identified in ionization of H2 and both 
types of interference structures were separated by fixing the momentum transfer and the 
recoil momentum of the FDCS, respectively, separated both type of interference structures.  

Earlier, Alexander et al [36] found that interference is suppressed at ɛ =57 eV, 
where the ejected electron speed is equal to the projectile speed. Since it is known, that for 
this velocity matching, the post-collision interaction (PCI) can play a very important role 
in effective cross sections. Alexander et al consider the possibility that the suppressed 
interference structure might be related to a loss of coherence caused by PCI. However, for 
two reasons this experiment was not sensitive enough to conclusively address this question. 
First, the experiment was not kinematically complete, therefore depth analysis of the 
collision dynamics is limited. Second, at the time it was not clear how to test coherence 
effects experimentally. In the first journal article of my dissertation, analysis of single- and 
two- center interference were presented. However, a possible connection between 
interference and PCI effects were not addressed in that work. In the second journal article, 
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the results of a kinematically complete experiment is presented and the data were analyzed 
under kinematic conditions either favoring or suppressing PCI. It has been demonstrated, 
that setting a condition on the longitudinal recoil-ion momentum is an effective method to 
separate PCI favoring or suppressing effects.  Therefore, such a separation allowed to 
analyze the interference term under varying PCI conditions. For all kinematic settings less 
pronounced interference structures with a q-dependent phase angle were observed than at 
small energies ɛ = 30 eV, independent of PCI settings. Furthermore, a less pronounced 
interference structure was observed for strong PCI compared to weak PCI. These 
observations shows that indeed PCI leads to a loss of coherence. However, this does mostly 
lead to a suppression of single-center interference, rather than two-center interference, as 
assumed by Alexander et al.  

In the third journal article, the first experiment of FDCS for target ionization by ion 
impact, leading to ejected electrons with a speed equal to the projectile speed, is presented. 
The experimental results are compared with the molecular continuum distorted wave 
Eikonal initial state approximation (CDW-EIS MO) and the molecular three-body distorted 
wave Eikonal initial state (M3DW-EIS) models.  Severe discrepancies were found between 
the measured and calculated FDCS. Most notably, when the FDCS are plotted as a function 
of the polar electron ejection angle el for energy loss and momentum transfer q, a very 
sharp and large peak structure is found at el = 0 specially for small scattering angles in 
both calculations, which is to a large extend absent in the measured FDCS.  Furthermore, 
for all q the height of the 0o peak in the calculations is much larger than the magnitude of 
the binary peak in the experimental FDCS. Our data suggest that the coupling between   
capture and ionization channel could be responsible for these discrepancies, which is not 
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accounted for in the calculations. For vel  vp (i.e.  = 57 eV and el = 0) the capture 
probability could saturate leading to a strong depletion of the FDCS for ionization and this 
would explain the strong suppression of the 0o peak in the experimental data. 

Earlier we interpreted single-center interference as interference between first- and 
higher-order transition amplitudes; however in the fourth journal article we showed that 
this interpretation may have to be modified.  In the p + H2 collision system, presence of 
both types of interference makes the analysis of coherence effects and of the interference 
term difficult. In the fourth journal article, a fully differential study of projectile coherence 
effects on ionization cross sections in p + He collisions is presented. FDCS measurements 
for He target for coherent and incoherent beam allow to unambiguously identify the single-
center interference. This is a comparative study between experiments and ab initio 
calculations, which incorporate the projectile coherent properties in terms of a wave packet 
approach.  

A pronounced structure was observed, for the coherent to incoherent double 
differential cross sectional DDCS ratio (R) as a function of projectile scattering angle p (q 
= f (p)), which conforms the presence of single-center interference. On the other hand a 
flat dependence of R is observed as function of precx, as we expected for He. Furthermore, 
significant differences between coherent and incoherent FDCS data were observed, as we 
analyzed the data for single-center interference. There was much improved agreement 
between the data and ab initio model, compared to perturbative ad hoc approaches. The 
comparison between first-order and high-order treatments of ab initio model to data 
demonstrates that single-center interference is primarily due to a coherent superposition of  
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different impact parameters leading to the same scattering angle. Nevertheless we conclude 
that higher-order interactions also have a significant effect in the single-center interference 
term.   
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